Check Out Our New Website
Salinas - Partly cloudy for the upcoming week with highs in the 60s
and lows in the 50s. Oxnard - Partly cloudy to sunny for the upcoming week with highs in the 70s and lows in the 60s. Mexico (Culiacan)Partly cloudy with thunderstorms for the next seven days; highs in the
90s and lows in the 70s. Florida, Southern– Storms fill the forecast
with highs in the 90s and lows in the 70s. Idaho - Mostly sunny for
the upcoming week; highs in the 70s and 80s and lows in the 40s.

The National Diesel Average has been recorded at $3.207 down
$0.010 a gal from last week and up $0.676 gal from last year. NPC continues to monitor and track diesel fuel averages by state as well as reported truckload freight rates on a weekly basis. Transportation continues to work through its most significant structural changes in
years in regards to new laws and regulations stressing available truck
volume and controlling drivers. Trucks are pretty tight in MO, IN, IL &
NM with a consistent slight shortage across the rest of the country.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
QUALITY

Apples

SUPPLY

Red delicious, once the shining example of how an apple should look, most likely will lose its No. 1 spot as
the most-produced U.S. apple, to the gala variety. Actual production figures will wait until the fall’s harvest is
over, but at the U.S. Apple Association Annual Crop Outlook and Marketing Conference Aug. 23 in Chicago,
pre-season estimates point to the change, ending an era that began more than half a century ago. Other apples rounding out the largest crops, by variety, are granny smith, fuji and Honeycrisp, according to a news
release.

QUALITY

Asparagus

SUPPLY

We are in transition right now, Mexico is almost completely done and Peru is coming on with steady supply. Supplies holding distributors to averages, no extra supply. Demand outpacing.

QUALITY
Avocados

Markets are currently correcting themselves. Smaller fruit has been affected more than the big fruit, but all
sizes have come off their highs. California is almost finished and will stay out west, there was one last push at
the end of last week, that came up with more volume than expected, but most shippers are done. #2 fruit
continues to stay tight and priced within a couple of dollars of the #1 market.

QUALITY
Bananas

SUPPLY

Banana volumes are expected to be sufficient with high quality fruit coming into the market. The growing
conditions are good as the anticipation of the 2018-19 school year is upon us.

QUALITY
Berries

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Blueberries: Supplies tightening up. Pricing steady to higher. Trending downwards in production out of
British Columbia and Michigan. Quality starting to show issues as season ending. Expecting pricing to be up
through mid-October. Argentina expected to start up in about 3 weeks. Blackberries: Supplies tighten up as
supplies slow to come across from Guatemala. Berries out of CA are opening up, but typical to late season
varieties, seeing some quality issues. Mexico starts back up in October. Raspberries: Supplies are tightening
up. Seeing some increase in pricing Berries out of CA seeing some quality issues. Mexico starts back up in
October.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
Broccoli

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Supplies are steady this week but we do see lighter supplies in the upcoming weeks. The demand remains good and the market has dipped a bit but still remains very strong with no extra product out
there.

QUALITY

Brussels Sprouts

SUPPLY

Supplies continue to improve, quality is excellent. The market should maintain steady in weeks to
come.

Cauliflower

QUALITY

Quality is great. Our volume are down, cooler temps have slowed the crop down. Demand is slightly
better and markets are gradually going up.

QUALITY

Cantaloupes

SUPPLY

Supplies are back to normal this week. Markets are steady and very low, with very light demand. Quality is good in Salinas. The Final Pack looks really nice. We expect sizing to be heavier to the larger sizes
all week in Salinas. It sounds like there will be steady supplies for the industry the next 2–3 weeks.

QUALITY
Corn

SUPPLY

Overall market is somewhat limited as California is the only growing region currently. Our yields and
quality are solid and should remain that way. Colorado and Canada should be starting soon which will
increase the overall supply in the market. Once they will start shipping product we will have a better
idea of what their crop looks like and what overall market conditions will be.

QUALITY
Celery

SUPPLY

Recent hot weather in the region pushed fields up in recent weeks which, in conjunction with slightly
cooler temperatures, should stabilize the harvest and possibly create a bit of a slow down by later this
week and into next week. We anticipate a little bit of a climb in the market. The sizing trend has been
mostly 9/9Js but new fields are expected to produce a higher percentage of 12ct and even some
15s. Quality has remained strong both externally and internally.

QUALITY
Carrots

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Steady supplies out of Michigan on all colors – Bicolor, White and Yellow
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MARKET OUTLOOK
QUALITY

Cucumbers

SUPPLY

Cucumber volumes have dropped significantly out of Baja. Bloom drop effects on newer fields coupled
with older fields finishing have created a short supply situation in the West for the next 2-3 weeks. However, quality is nice on the product that’s available. In the East, MI and NY are the primary shipping areas
and both are dealing with weather issues. Quality out of MI has been tough lately with sunken spots,
shriveling, and decay showing up in lots. Look for new crops from Eastern NC to start over the weekend,
bringing some help to the current situation.

QUALITY

Eggplant

SUPPLY

CA’s Fresno area continues with light production. They are into new fields and are having issues with fruit
not sizing up. We expect to see supplies pick back up over the next 7-10 days. The East continues to plug
along with an adequate supply of eggplant from MI, SC, NC and scattered local deals.

QUALITY
Grapes

Green Beans

SUPPLY

Red Grape harvest has moved into Scarlet Royal, Magenta and Krissy varieties. Green Grape harvest has
moved into Princess and Thompsons along with some Sweet Globes. Red Globes are barely available as
they have been fighting a lack of color due to high temps. California Grapes are seeing a wide range in
quality hence some lower prices to move older fruit. Fresh good grapes are fetching a higher price.

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Green bean numbers have been mostly steady out of TN and VA this week with decent quality. Supply
remains limited in CA as cool morning weather has slowed things down in all production districts. Volumes
are expected to pick up during the first week of September.

Herbs

QUALITY

SUPPLY

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Seeing good quality and supply across the board.

Honeydews

Honeydew production has significantly decreased the past few days and volumes will remain very manageable the next 10-14 days which is expected to create a healthy push in pricing over the lows experienced the past few weeks. As with the cantaloupe sizing has been primarily very large fruit but new fields
about to break will provide a better spread of sizing.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
QUALITY

Iceberg

SUPPLY

Reports continue to be below budget on volume this week. Continued lighter yield and pounds per
acre. Quality has been very good overall. Really no issues to report. The market has been very active this
week with a very wide range.

QUALITY
Kale

Kale supplies remain abundant with little issues. The market is steady. Quality is good with minimal yellowing, little dehydration, and dark green color.

QUALITY
Leaf

SUPPLY

Arugula: Product quality is fair due to wind burn and heat damage. Supplies are fair. Cilantro: Supplies are
light due to quality. 10-week averages are in-effect. Kale Blends: Quality and supplies are good on kale.
Parsley: Parsley quality is fair but supplies are good. Spinach: Product quality is fair due to wind burn and
heat damage. Supplies are fair and the market is starting to get active. Spring Mix: Supplies are good and
quality is improving.

QUALITY
Lemons & Limes

SUPPLY

ROMAINE LETTUCE Supplies are slightly below normal. Demand has been strong. Quality has been good but
there is occasional light fringe burn. ROMAINE HEARTS Supplies are slightly below normal. Demand for
hearts is good. Heart quality is good with very little complaints. The overall pack is clean. Weights on the
12x3's range between 21–23 lbs. while the 48ct is weighing between 30–32 lbs. GREEN LEAF: Supplies are
normal. Quality has been good with light fringe burn. Demand has been average. Crop manager is reporting
weights around 22–24 lbs. RED LEAF: Supplies are normal. Demand is average. Quality is good.

QUALITY
Tender Leaf

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Lemons – AOG – Demand continues to outpace supply. The warmer weather, creating a smaller crop, delayed imports, along with smaller than expected imported volumes continue to create supply challenges.
Market pricing has continued to climb with quality good at best. Situation is expected to continue well
through September. All sizes and grades affected. Limes– on the radar – We are seeing a lot of rain while harvesting , it is forecasted that come September the market will decrease and supply increase but for now markets in the low 20’s
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MARKET OUTLOOK
Onions

Oranges

QUALITY

QUALITY

SUPPLY

D’anjou pears are peaking on 90’s and larger. Moderate supplies on 100/110’s has the market
steady.120s and smaller are light with a firm market. Bosc pears have a steady market with supplies
winding down for the season. Red pears are tight but should last till May. Quality is good on all pears.

QUALITY
Peppers, Bell

SUPPLY

We are seeing the smaller fruit 138 and 113, which is a heavy foodservice specification continue to increase, the quality is not bad but availability is not there drive the price up. This situation looks to remain the same for the coming weeks. Demand outpacing supply.

QUALITY
Pears

SUPPLY

The Idaho/Oregon onion market has started shipping. Yield and quality are looking good for the early
crop being harvested from the Treasure Valley. Size profile is looking good, we should have bigger Colossal, Jumbos, and Supers this year. The Market is low and should continue to drop lower in the next
few weeks. “We started out at $8 and now leveled off to $6.50 on Jumbos”. Onion harvest will continue
until mid to late October.

SUPPLY

Bell pepper availability is adequate in the East, although most shipping regions are dealing with quality concerns. Numbers have been strongest out of MI and NY but there’s also product available in NC,
VA, PA, KY, TN and NJ. Western markets continue to look to CA for consistent supply on bells. Numbers remain strong and quality is solid, but both could drop off a bit as we move into September.

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Peppers, Jalapenos Chili peppers are plentiful in the West as three major areas continue production. Quality has been excellent out of Baja, good from CA, and just okay from Mainland Mexico. Eastern numbers are light with
spotty availability from various local deals.

QUALITY

Pineapples

SUPPLY

Arrivals on 5-6ct will be light for the next 3-4 weeks but should start improving after that. Volume is
expected to start trending large mid-September. We continue to have good volumes on smaller fruit.
Each week we are seeing an increased volume of larger size fruit.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
QUALITY
Potatoes

Squash

Strawberries

The market is steady to slightly lower from last week with these new crop norkotahs. FOBs around $12-13
with #2s around $7-9. Most suppliers are done with old crop. NAPMN expects North American growers to
produce 541.3 million cwt of potatoes in 2018. That falls 6.3 million cwt short of the current estimate for
2017 production.

QUALITY

SUPPLY

There’s a combination of older and newer crops being harvested in the East, so squash quality (especially
yellow) can be a mixed bag. Fall production is on tap to start in Eastern NC and in GA over the next few days
which will change things up in a positive way. In the West, Santa Maria’s production is down as some growers
are battling mosaic virus issues in the fields. Yellow squash volumes are lighter than zucchini’s as yellow
seems to be heading into the seasonal decline first. Baja farms will start back in new fields this week and
build volumes on zucchini within a week or so.

QUALITY

SUPPLY

Pricing is steady to higher Constant heat in N. CA is causing the fruit to mature very quickly, hence smaller
sizes, 18-22ct range. Stems are still extremely difficult to find right now. Aside from some reports of soft/
bruising, the Berries are looking good out of Salinas Watsonville. Fall crops being planted for in Santa Maria.

QUALITY

Tomatoes

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

Prior and current weather continue to impact tomato production in the East. That, as well as some major players experiencing a gap between Spring and Fall plantings, has whittled volumes down this week. There are quality challenges as significant rain in most growing areas has brought softness, bruising, skin check and shelf life
concerns. Look for improvements in supply and quality as growers move into Fall crops over the next few
weeks. Although better than the East, Western round and roma volumes have lightened up this week as well.
Crops in the San Joaquin Valley are experiencing reduced numbers due to bloom drop from a prior heat wave.
Eastern Mexico and Baja are both in lighter volumes which is normal for this time of year. However, Oceanside,
CA farms have been shipping steady numbers on vine ripe rounds and romas. Quality reports are mostly good
out of

QUALITY
SUPPLY
Watermelons Relative to the past few weeks we saw a decent-sized drop in total production, but we still appear to be coming in at an above average rate compared to the past several years. In last week’s report we saw a gentle
increase in FOB prices for the first time in a long time. This week that average climbed even higher during a
time of the year when we typically see prices slide for another week or two. The result is a weekly average
price that was well above the norm for this past week.
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MARKET OUTLOOK
MARKET OUTLOOK
Cilantro - Quality has been a huge concern as of late, in turn making available supply very light. This market is TIGHT.
Green Onions - Iced: Market is extremely active due to reduced volumes crossing from Mexico. Reduced yields are due to the excessive
high heat and humidity that N. Mexico has experienced the past six weeks. Some stands have died due to heat and many more plantings
are seeing poor quality over the next four weeks. Market will remain active for possibly the balance of August and into September. We
have seen this weather pattern five of the last six years in N. Mexico. Iceless: Iceless market, like the iced market, is very active due to lighter supplies from Mexico attributed to high heat and humidity the past six weeks. Market will remain active due to contracts and reduced
yields. Market will remain snug balance of August into September. Also affecting iceless market, is the exit of a major iceless Green Onion
supplier in the Mexicali three weeks ago.

Which apple is expected to dethrone No. 1 red delicious?
“Red delicious, once the shining example of how an apple should look, most likely will lose its No. 1 spot as the mostproduced U.S. apple, to the gala variety.
Actual production figures will wait until the fall’s harvest is over, but at the U.S. Apple Association Annual Crop Outlook and
Marketing Conference Aug. 23 in Chicago, pre-season estimates point to the change, ending an era that began more than half
a century ago. Other apples rounding out the largest crops, by variety, are granny smith, fuji and Honeycrisp, according to a
news release. U.S. Apple Association’s annual Production and Utilization Analysis puts gala production for the upcoming season at 52.43 million 42-pound cartons (up from 49.57 million cartons). Red delicious is forecast to drop from 57.91 million to
51.69 million cartons.
That doesn’t mean red delicious isn’t important to U.S. growers, according to association director of regulatory and industry
affairs Mark Seetin. “The rise in production of newer varieties of apples aimed at the fresh consumption domestic market has
caused demand for red delicious to decline,” Seetin said in the release. “However, red delicious is important in the export
market, where it makes up roughly half of our apple exports.
The pre-season top-five ranking is notable for another switch: golden delicious has ceded its position to relative newcomer
Honeycrisp. In a testament to how the old guard of popular apple varieties is quickly changing, Seetin said Honeycrisp production and sales trends put it within striking distance of the third-largest variety crop within two years. Honeycrisp production was 19.32 million cartons for the 2017-18 marketing year, and numbers from the Outlook conference put this year’s production at 23.57 million cartons.”
LINK TO STORY

If you have any specific questions or concerns on any commodities not mentioned in this report, please feel free to reach
out to dforsythe@nproduce.com and we will be happy to give you those current market conditions. Also look for our Spanish version that will be released on Monday and our Midweek Update released every Wednesday. Have a great week!
Keeping You Informed,
Your Dedicated NPC, LLC Staff
www.nproduce.com (800) 213-6699
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